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I    e Literary Animal: Evolution and the Nature

of Narrative, a new collection of twelve original essays promoting the
claims of evolutionary literary analysis, the eminent biologist E. O. Wilson
imagines that we are poised on the brink of “one of the great events of
intellectual history. Science and the humanities united!” (vii). e proposed
unification will not, however, command easy assent in English and literary studies. For literary studies will be expected to discard many of the
intellectual paradigms with which it has worked in the last thirty or so
years. ese paradigms—Marxist, feminist, psychoanalytic, and deconstructionist—so the argument of e Literary Animal runs, are derived
from a “social constructionist hypothesis” which has been disproved by
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neo-Darwinist philosophers and scientists, most prominently E. O. Wilson, Daniel C. Dennett, Steven Pinker, and Richard Dawkins. Diverting
us away from the “blank slate” theory of mind, David Sloan Wilson, Jonathan Gottschall, and their fellow contributors propose to put us in touch
with the biological baseline that drives human nature and the literary
representations drafted in its name. is will be the basis for literature’s
new “consilience” with science. Consilience, the title of Wilson’s  book
on the “unity of knowledge,” is a word which looms large in e Literary
Animal’s articulation of its rationale. And it is a rationale that has caught
the ear of the international media. As Gowan Dawson has recently pointed
out, e Literary Animal has been the subject of articles in e New York
Times (November ), e Guardian (November ), Nature (January
), and Science (February ) (Dawson, ).
e simultaneous publication of David and Nanelle Barash’s Madame
Bovary’s Ovaries: A Darwinian Look at Literature thus begins to look like
another step in a movement to gain control of the literary field, wresting
it from its social constructivist defenders. Wilson sees the prime actors
in this movement as “embattled, even scorned by tenured constructivists”
(Gottschall and Sloan Wilson, viii); Frederic Crews, a long-time critic of
theory and a defender of empirical methods, sees the advent of evolutionary literary analysis as an opportunity “to reclaim governance of the field
—its appointments and promotions, its curricula, its standards for publication, its manner of debate—from the fast-talking superstars who have
prostituted it to crank theory, political conformism and cliquishness” (xv).
e Barashes (father and daughter collaborators) acknowledge the work
of the embattled few, naming Brian Boyd, Jonathan Gottschall, Joseph
Carroll, Robin Fox, and Michelle Sugiyama, all of whom are contributors
to e Literary Animal. For the Barashes, these writers direct their efforts
at a “technical audience” (), while their own book aims to address, as
their title intimates, a popular readership. E. O. Wilson—who appears to
be everywhere—provides a jacket comment hailing this “important new
development in literary criticism” and praising its “very readable prose
style.” is is the Barashes on Anna Karenina and Madame Bovary:
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Anna and Vronsky know perfectly well they want to have sex.
But it’s the evolutionary logic behind it—the reproductive
payoff and ultimate motivating force—that operates not only
below the belt but also below the level of conscious awareness.
By the same token, it is worth noting that Emma Bovary
and her beaux—the wealthy rake Rodolphe and the attrac | Amigoni
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tive law student Léon—seemed no more eager to reproduce
… ey wanted each other, not a baby. Biologists understand
that a major reason why Emma wanted sex … was because
deep inside (in the DNA of her brain) she heard a subliminal
Darwinian whisper that tickled her ovaries, even though she
may not have acknowledged it and would likely have even
acted consciously against such an outcome. Smart women
really do make foolish choices, and a whiff of Darwin enables
us to glimpse some of the reasons why. ()
e Barashes may not be superstar material (David Barash is a
respected professor of psychology at the University of Washington;
Nanelle Barash is a student of biology and literature at Swarthmore College), but they are not averse to some fast-talking of their own. e account
of Emma Bovary is quite characteristic of the sassy, wisecracking style
of Madame Bovary’s Ovaries. Innocent of references, a bibliography, or
any acknowledgement of the translations they’ve used, the Barashes have
written a popular literary and scientific romp. is work fears no shame
in the easy invocation of scientific authority: “biologists understand” that
ovaries get tickled by Darwinian whispers. Darwinian literary critics pride
themselves on their empirical rigour, but one wonders how in scientific
description that would work. Moreover, the evolutionary logic expounded
by the book is cast in the genre of self-help: if you’re a smart woman who
has made foolish selections in sexual partners, then a “whiff of Darwin”
can help to explain why. Darwinism is knowledge that both whispers and
emits scent to tell you to be true to your ovaries; they may lead you to
embarrassing scrapes between the sheets, but hundreds and thousands of
years of selective pressure mean that they will not be wrong.
Although aimed at different audiences, the approaches to literature
offered by Madame Bovary’s Ovaries and e Literary Animal are very
similar. Both propose a return to literature as a facet of “our shared
human nature” (Barash and Barash, ), and the appeal to universality has
attracted a meditation from one of the most powerful and compelling
present-day interpreters of the literature and science relation. e novelist Ian McEwan’s thoughtful and perceptive contribution to e Literary
Animal argues that “our common nature … is what literature has always,
knowingly and helplessly, given voice to. And it is this universality which
the biological sciences, now entering another exhilarating phase, are set to
explore further” (). e Barashes share in this exhilaration, claiming that
it is “revolutionary biology” () that will return us to a true appreciation of
canonical greatness, for “it seems certain that despite all the hand-wringA Consilient Canon? | 
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ing, the Western canon is solid; its grounding in the biology of human
nature is what keeps it from becoming a loose cannon” (). Evolutionary
literary analysis returns us to the canonical greats, and the greats (Homer,
Shakespeare, Austen) play an important part in both books, though the
focus is very specifically grounded in sexual rivalry and the instinct for
conflict. In e Literary Animal Gottschall’s account of his conversion to a
Darwinian paradigm concludes in his writing a dissertation on male rivalry
in Homer, and Robin Fox provides a substantially descriptive chapter on
male bonding in epics and romances. In the first chapter of Madame
Bovary’s Ovaries, and in one of their few references to other work, the
Barashes cite Fox’s earlier work on male sexual rivalry in epics in their own
commentary on Homer, which observes that “Just as alpha elephant seals
get the most females, so do the most dominant warriors” ().
Male bonds and rivalries are thus closely related to the other preoccupation among Darwinian literary critics’ reading of the canon: mate
selection. us, in e Literary Animal Joseph Carroll writes on the quest
for partners in Jane Austen’s Emma, and the Barashes write extensively
on Austen in their third chapter. e shared human nature that Darwinian literary criticism identifies is grounded in genetics, and genes are
accorded greater importance than society, culture, and cultural traditions. e Barashes insist that “human life is not socially constructed”
(), the corollary of which is that wealth is not socially constructed either.
Instead, real wealth is derived from, and can always be correlated to, the
resources that make for evolutionary fitness. In answer to the question
“what women want and why,” the Barashes reply “good genes.” It’s back to
Madame Bovary’s ovaries again.
is leads me to pose three questions, which I’ll discuss throughout
the remainder of this review essay. First, does this approach to literature
amount to reductionism? Secondly, does it constitute the revolution in
intellectual history that Wilson and others claim for it? And, finally, will
it place the study of literature on a new scientific footing which will allow
the discipline to accumulate secure findings that consign theoretical
modishness to the darkness?
So, to begin with: Is the approach that Darwinist literary criticism
offers reductionist? In a number of senses it is, but we need to be clear
about what we mean by this claim. e negative charge of reductionism is
anticipated, for as Dennis Dutton says disparagingly in the Afterword to
e Literary Animal, “[I]t is the only kind of thinking most literary theorists know,” claiming that Freudianism, Marxism, and deconstruction are
themselves merely “familiar reductionisms” (). is is a questionable
 | Amigoni
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claim; while Louis Althusser’s Marxism may be deterministic, its refusal
of expressive totalities eschews reductionisms. It may be more accurate to
say that theory (any theory) has a tendency to become used as a shorthand,
to get us from one stage of an argument to another without articulating
the difficulties that the familiar prompts elide in the phrases “as Freud
said” or “as Marx said” but equally “as Darwin said,” or whispered to Emma
Bovary’s ovaries. Reductionism should be distinguished from intellectual
habit, or allegiance.
For neo-Darwinists, reductionism is the goal: as Daniel Dennett has
remarked, “Darwin’s dangerous idea is reductionism incarnate, promising to unite and explain everything in one magnificent vision” (Dennett,
). In his discussion of reductionism, Dennett cites Richard Dawkins’s
distinction between gradual and precipice reductionisms (Dawkins ):
the latter plummet us from higher level relational intricacies to the lowest common denominator, whereas the former descend through carefully
differentiated explanatory stages. e Barashes write characteristically as
precipice reductionists; in their reading of Austen’s Mansfield Park, they
remark that “Edmund and Fanny excel at reading the social dynamics
around them and are ultimately rewarded for their acute assessments.
Biologically sophisticated readers will translate this into a genetic reward
not unlike that of a discerning peahen or a gullible guppy” (). is is a
reductive dive, moving from complex social discriminations to simple biological triumphs, which seems to me to render the idea of the “biologically
sophisticated reader” oxymoronic. But even the Barashes are capable of
granting literature some semantic and value-based autonomy from biological determination when they observe that “any work of imaginative
fiction … should emphatically not be judged by its consistency with any
particular theory, even evolution” ().
Even if reductionism is the respectable aim, it does not prevent the
contributors to e Literary Animal from delivering some sophisticated
and persuasive readings: Marcus Nordlund’s essay on “e Problem of
Romantic Love: Shakespeare and Evolutionary Psychology” is a case
in point, and the contributors to this volume generally exemplify the
position of gradual reductionism. Joseph Carroll’s contribution to e
Literary Animal is illustrative here for the way in which it rehearses arguments against some of the more static models of modular evolutionary
psychology, which were premised on the accumulation and preservation
of early adaptive solutions to the “ancestral environment” of the savannah.
Carroll helpfully argues instead for humans as adaptable possessors of a
“domain-general intelligence” which enables them to “organize themselves
A Consilient Canon? | 
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For neoDarwinists,
reductionism is
the goal.

in groups that extend from small hunter-gatherer bands to tribes, hordes,
nation states, empires … [and] adapt to [varied] socioeconomic ecologies” (). Carroll stages his biological reductionism gradually, drawing
on what he describes as cognitive behavioural systems to explain the
cognitive functions of such distinctive literary devices as point of view,
genre (the romance), and even Austen’s narrative voice as it manages
the stylistic subjectivities of her characters. Carroll concludes that “sex,
property, family or kin relations, parenting, social relations, and cognitive
power … are the central concerns of the book” (), and I agree with
him, although I do not think that he explains their relations persuasively.
e pressing question that Carroll’s essay never convincingly answers, for
me at least, is why these categories of novelistic representation are better
explained with reference to the primary drives of biology than to social
history—in particular the relations between class, culture, and economics—that the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century novel negotiated and
was, as numerous literary histories demonstrate, invented to negotiate.
e literary history of genre and print, which Carroll reduces to the idea
of romance within a “biomass,” is under-explained in his account. e
determination to prove a point about universal human nature and drives,
brought rather tastelessly home in Carroll’s clinical image of normative
adolescent male sexuality (“spontaneous erections and emissions” [])
leads him to underplay the most complex adaptive lessons that Austen was
teaching her readers about the shifting relations between status, wealth,
culture, and the challenges to the social order (intellectual and political)
that characterized early nineteenth-century England. Even if Carroll’s
Darwinian approach is a responsible reductionism in which complex
structures of literary meaning are accounted for, it does not convincingly
satisfy Carroll’s own commitment to explaining the “socio-economic
ecology” of early nineteenth-century England that has in fact been such
a vivid preoccupation of Austen criticism in recent years. Indeed, Carroll
overlooks this very trend in what he dismisses as “traditional” criticism
of Austen. To describe Marilyn Butler’s historical and contextual work on
Austen as “otiose summary and formalistic elaboration” suggests a reading
that has been less than attentive: the title of Butler’s book is altered by a
typo and appears as Jane Austen and the Ear of Ideas in the bibliography.
But the ears of some Darwinian literary critics are inclined to be deaf to
any engagement with history that is not deeply “ancestral.”
is highlights problems with E. O. Wilson’s claims about the way in
which neo-Darwinism finds itself on the brink of a new, revolutionary
departure in intellectual history, uniting science and the humanities, for
 | Amigoni
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such a claim can only be validated by the richness of the sense of intellectual history and broad critical engagement which frames it. Much of
the most authoritative and stimulating work that has been undertaken
on the relations between literature and science, by Gillian Beer, George
Levine, Sally Shuttleworth, James Secord, Jonathan Smith, Rebecca Stott,
and Angelique Richardson, has been precisely about the historical contexts in which evolutionary theory’s relation to literature has been worked
out (and again, tellingly, none of this is cited in the bibliography of e
Literary Animal). ese scholars have all completed important work on
the nineteenth century, and an acquaintance with that period and its
immediate aftermath would remind us that the ambition to unite science
and the humanities on a Darwinian platform had been expressed before.
For instance, J. M. Baldwin’s Darwin and the Humanities () sought
to reconfigure the map of knowledge in Darwinian terms, by urging recognition of a “genetic order” of disciplines: biology was the pre-eminent,
universal discipline, and just beneath that would be found psychology,
then ethics and sociology (the ordering of chapters in Baldwin’s book);
anthropology, philology, political science, and literary criticism would
also be subject to Darwin’s “great and illuminating conception.” In support of this genetic order, Baldwin conceived not of two evolutionary
processes, divided between “organic” and “mental” evolution; instead,
his view of evolution had universal application in the form of a “psychophysical” process (). For Baldwin, organic and psychical developments
were mutually reinforcing and interconnected, with beneficial developments being naturally selected. Baldwin’s model was remarkably close in
ambition and reach—notwithstanding the absence of Crick and Watson’s
discoveries—to the model of evolutionary theory that Wilson claims will
initiate a revolution in the present. e relative indifference to the rhythms
of their own intellectual genealogy is suggestive, for it perhaps helps to
illustrate why literary Darwinism’s account of the literary critical social
constructionist opposition, and indeed the workings of the literary itself,
can sometimes lack nuance.
ere are important exceptions of course. Ian McEwan’s essay, “Literature, Science and Human Nature,” is engagingly aware of the interpenetration of the history of science and literary texture. McEwan’s essay includes
a biographical sketch of the life of Charles Darwin and his complex and
disturbing discovery of human and animal brotherhood from the voyage
of the Beagle through to the writing of the Expression of the Emotions in
Man and Animals. But McEwan does not want us to read Darwin’s life as
a biography; instead, we are asked “to read his life as a novel … driving
A Consilient Canon? | 
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forwards towards a great reckoning” (). As a novelist, McEwan is also
aware of the variety of tones and voices—the texture—at work, not only
in novels but in other writings: referring to Crick and Watson’s  paper
in Nature, McEwan is fascinated by the way in which “great reckonings”
can be articulated modestly, in the “drawing-room politesse of the double
negative”: “It has not escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have
postulated immediately suggests a possible copying mechanism for the
genetic material.” McEwan notes a later echoing of this politesse from the
report of the Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, recently published
in Nature: “[I]t has not escaped our notice that the more we learn about
the human genome, the more there is to explore” which for McEwan constitutes “a form of respectful echoing within the tradition [which] must
surely appeal to those who admire literary modernism” (). If there is a
bridge to be built between literary theory and criticism as normally constituted and the claims of Darwinian evolutionary analysis, then McEwan’s
stimulating essay is a suggestive and viable bridging point.
Dylan Evans’s essay on directions not taken in Lacan’s elaboration of a
psychoanalytic theory is also an acute and interesting piece of intellectual
history illustrating some of the conceptual blind spots and rigidities of
structuralism. Evans, an authority on Lacan before converting to Darwinism (there is an evangelizing flavour to this collection), points to the
way in which Lacan’s early cognitive work on the mirror phase drew on
ethological work observing animal behaviour (in particular, comparative
work on humans and chimpanzees). However, according to Evans, Lacan
backed away from the radical dissolution of the human-animal divide
embraced by Darwinism and ethology, choosing instead to follow LéviStrauss’s structuralism with its emphasis on the “ontological chasm” that
separated “nature and culture” ().
Yet structuralism was only one dimension of post- intellectual
development, and arguably it was one whose influence on everyday literary critical practice has waned (though we may continue to genuflect to
the principle that “nature is culturally constructed”). It is striking that in
a critical phase dominated by historicism and the legacy of anthropological thick description, the work of Clifford Geertz is nowhere mentioned,
despite the possibility that it may constitute the very common ground
between the standard social science model and neo-Darwinian theory
sought in David Sloan Wilson’s bridge-building chapter on “Evolutionary Social Constructivism.” Geertz’s essay “e Impact of the Concept of
Culture on the Concept of Man” appeared in his seminal volume on e
Interpretation of Cultures in : it addressed new findings in evolution | Amigoni
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ary anthropology and neurology that moved away from structuralism’s
separation of nature and culture, seeing nature and culture as inextricably
interconnected; as Geertz put it, “without men, no culture, certainly; but
equally, and more significantly, without culture, no men” (Geertz, ).
Geertz recognized that humans were guided “by systems of significant
symbols,” and to that extent he had already reached the position on the
cognitive function of art and literature that is articulated by contributors to e Literary Animal (see in particular the contributions of Brian
Boyd and Michelle Scalise Sugiyama’s essay on “Reverse-Engineering
Narrative” where fiction is presented as a “motivational guidance system
… designed to construct adaptive brain circuitry”). e main difference
between Geertz and the new evolutionary literary analysts resides in their
response to what Geertz referred to as an “information gap” that exists
“between what our body tells us and what we have to know in order to
function”; the vacuum is filled “with information (or misinformation)
provided by our culture” (Geertz, ). Whereas Geertz’s anthropology
and the cultural criticism to which it gave rise (notably the historicisms
inaugurated by the work of Catherine Gallagher and Stephen Greenblatt)
critically investigated the collective and individual symbolic inventions
that proliferated to fill this “information gap,” Darwinian literary analysis
is wedded to a conception of scientific explanation that is suspicious of,
and seeks to rein in, its generative power.
is brings me to my third and final question: Will evolutionary literary
analysis place the study of literature on a new scientific footing which will
allow the discipline to accumulate findings that consign alleged theoretical modishness to the darkness? For Darwinian literary analysts, existing
literary critical practices have been fashioned erroneously by various forms
of cultural misinformation, which would include Marxism and feminism.
By contrast, they argue that their research will possess a longevity that
the transient, fashion-driven sentiments of most humanities research can
never emulate. Jonathan Gottschall promotes the case for statistical analysis of literature on the basis of its being a “cheap, and virtually inexhaustible argosy of information about human nature—how it expresses itself
species-typically and in particular cultural contexts” (). Gottschall sees
literature as data with the status of “reliable and durable knowledge” so far
unrecognized by “humanities relativism” (). Gottschall’s own chapter
subjects feminist readings of fairy tales to scrutiny through statistical analysis of the components comprising the tales and provides a credible illustration of this approach. His lucid account of his methodology rehearses
while it also contests some of the reservations about quantitative methods
A Consilient Canon? | 
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that are regularly voiced by humanities scholars (I could hear myself)—less
a De Manian resistance to theory, more a stumble at statistics. Gottschall
subjected an extensive, indeed worldwide, database of folk tales (, in
total) to scanning by a group of data collectors. Gottschall’s results present a mixed picture; the received feminist contention concerning relative
scarcity of female characters in fairy tales is upheld, while arguments about
the distinctively Western-European character of gendered roles are not
borne out by the worldwide data; biology, it is suggested, renders these
roles everywhere the same. Gottschall’s essay is balanced and rigorous,
and his immediate purpose, wholly laudable, is to interrogate received
views. But his broad aim is itself ideologically informed by a regret at the
continued presence in the academy of feminism, which is dismissed as
the outcome of “ideological expedience.” But this was surely not how the
matter appeared to the generation of women academics who fashioned
a knowledge that contested the exclusions and silences surrounding key
areas in the literary critical institution and to the women students who
continue to discover that feminisms speak to their cultural experiences
and aspirations for social equality.
Gottschall makes the point that statistical methods can be applied to
the wrong object, and the essay by Daniel J. Kruger, Maryanne Fisher, and
Ian Jobling on “Proper Hero Dads and Dark Hero Cads: Alternate Mating
Strategies Exemplified in British Romantic Literature” seemed to me to be
misconceived. e essay focuses on writings by Walter Scott and promotes
itself as an addition to the “cumulative component of the field” insofar as
it will inform us about “reproductive strategies” and “attachment styles”
revealed in “the mental adaptations of twenty-first-century college women
[that] enable them to properly interpret archaic character descriptions and
make choices that would presumably promote their reproductive success”
(–). is is another perspective on fiction as a guidance system, but
given the usual concerns of Scott scholarship, findings directed at this
object will accumulate from a very modest baseline. Methodologically,
the research is based on a questionnaire survey consisting of responses to
passages of narrative about Scott’s heroes such as Edward Waverley and
his darker characters such as George Staunton. e questions include
“[H]ow well would she and the character get along?” and would the student
have “sex in a one-night stand with the character?” We are told that “All
participants completed the survey via the internet and received course
credit for their involvement” (). But no course credits seem to have
been awarded for responses to the integrity and complexity of literary
texture, which gets lost in the exercise: the passages from Scott are actu-
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ally composite passages, stitched together but lifted from quite different
parts of the fictions.
Gottschall’s point about the cumulative potential of a statistical
approach depends on his ability to point to comparable work being
undertaken. Although he recognizes that the comparators are presently
sparse, he refers for support to Franco Moretti’s recent work in the New
Left Review (–). Moretti has indeed published statistically-based
literary analysis derived from the abstract forms of numbers, graphs, and
tree diagrams depicting the spread of cultural evolution in time. is
work also engages very explicitly with Darwinian theory (Moretti ,
–). However, for Moretti, Darwinian theory is wholly compatible
with an intellectual commitment to the extension of a Marxian tradition
of cultural and formal analysis that is neither modish nor unconcerned
with truth claims. Moretti uses statistics and databases to think specifically
about book history (Moretti , –). However, his sustained concern to explain form is quite unlike Joseph Carroll’s; whereas the latter’s
approach is always seeking to reduce questions of literary form to the
primary biological drives of human subjects, Moretti draws upon Darwinian theory analogically, as a way of explaining the selection, extinction,
divergence, and differentiation among literary devices such as clues in the
detective story and free indirect discourse in narrative (Moretti , ,
). Implicitly, Moretti’s Darwinism takes him away from the tradition of
J. M. Baldwin’s Darwinian universalism that leads to Daniel Dennett and
E. O. Wilson; in Moretti’s account, culture becomes an inventive space of
divergence and differentiation. us, quite different conceptions of culture emerge from Gottschall’s and Moretti’s commitment to abstract and
quantitative methods. And while Gottschall is convinced that Darwinian
science constitutes a universal framework for literary analysis, Moretti
is open about the “tentative” nature of his research, and its eclecticism,
given that he “no longer believes [in] a single explanatory framework”
(Moretti , ).
As Frederic Crews says in his otherwise supportive introductory
statement to e Literary Animal, implicitly in answer to E. O. Wilson
and the starting point of this essay, “[C]onsilience across disciplines does
not require the surrender of one field to the goals and methodological
habits of a more basic one” (xiv). To that extent, Crews’s framing statement is a warning against intellectual imperialism and is different in tone
to Wilson’s image of heroic Columbian explorers intellectually colonizing
a field (vii–viii). Crews acknowledges that “closeness to literary texture”
is not always sought by the Darwinist approach, and while he does not
A Consilient Canon? | 
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necessarily see that as a problem, I’m not so sure. at said, Darwinian
literary analysis puts us in touch with very important intellectual trends
and has the potential to re-energize literary criticism by introducing a new
lexicon of critical terms into collective discussions. If I choose to pass over
the work on “cads and dads,” then evolutionary research into, for example,
“parental investment” and the prolonged juvenility of humans as distinctive
facets of human biology has enormous potential to connect powerfully
with established work on parent-child relationships and the representation of the life course in literature. But what would need to be recognized
is that literature explores perversely inventive parental investments, as
well as the licit varieties (the Clenam matriarchy in Dickens’s Little Dorrit,
–, being a powerful example of perversity), so it would deny human
inventiveness to cede absolute epistemological authority to the biology.
Frederic Crews praises the interdisciplinarity of the Darwinian approach,
claiming that it “puts to shame what usually passes for interdisciplinarity
in literary study” (xiv). at’s a view I’ve heard expressed elsewhere, among
funding council executives who want interdisciplinarities that go beyond
the printed book and the archive, embracing the statistical package and
the laboratory. I’m by no means against this kind of work, and I certainly
don’t want to be pushed to a position of a comfortably relativist scepticism
about a naturalistic paradigm. I actually think that Darwinism offers a
scientifically true account of the origins of life and biodiversity. But I also
recognize the fierce research and interpretive controversies that continue
to surround pretty much every aspect of Darwin’s theoretical legacy and
the fact that life—human and non-human—embraces many attempts to
ascribe meanings to its workings. So while evolutionary literary analysis
offers much to listen to, and is building some challenging bridging points,
I would not wish to cede to the Darwinists the authority to run the interdisciplinary show.
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